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THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING THE LPB SILENT BOOM!

The Silent Boom was designed to work with any common microphone cable, mounts and
microphones.  It’s flexibility is found in the precut cable channel, the Delrin sleeve, and a full
spring kit supplied with each Boom.  Below are some simple instructions to make it easy to
set up.

To install the Silent Boom without the riser,
just drill a ¾” hole in the table and slip in the

low friction Delrin sleeve. If you are using the
Riser, mount it to the table and slip the Delrin
sleeve into the top before inserting the Silent

Boom

Every Silent Boom includes a complete
multi-weight spring set that allows you to

use any microphone without concern.  Most
common lightweight microphones (ie the

EV635A) need the two light springs.  Most
middleweight microphones (RE20, SM7,
etc…) will use one of each weight.  True

heavyweights like the RCA 44BX will need
both heavy springs.  Experiment to find

your preferred tension.

The Springs mount on the upper arm of the
Silent Boom.  Each Boom ships with the lower
heavy spring set factory installed.  Only install

the upper pair!



Some pressure may be required to fit the
springs over the mounting screws, this will

also ensure that the springs cannot be
dislodged in use.

Simply press the cable into the pre-cut channel
along the outside edge of the Silent Boom and
you are ready to go!  A set of clips is supplied
to ensure that the cable cannot be pulled loose

(and to secure very thin cables).  These slip
into place with a “click” as they clip around

the Boom.  Their locations (4) are precut in the
Boom and easy to find.

That’s it – You’re Done!

Questions? Comments? Station Photos?

Contact us at: support@lpbinc.com
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